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TOP STORIES
India has credible
tsunami warning system
New Delhi: 'Tsunami' became a
household name in the country
about a decade ago when the......
Read More >>

Pakistan will pay heavily,
warns Jaitley
New Delhi: If Pakistan inflicts injuries
on India, the costs are going to be far
heavier for them...... Read More >>

Siruvani issue: Centre
withholds EIA study
Chennai: The Centre has decided to
'keep in abeyance' the
recommendations of an expert
committee......
Read More >>

DAV Public School opens
Astronomy Club
NT Bureau

Friday, 30 September 2016

Chennai: DAV Public School (DAVPS), Velacheri
in association with Space Technology &
Education, New Delhi inaugurated ‘DAVPSAstronomy Club’ for the middle school
students.
A total of 90 students have enrolled for the
SPACE Astronomy Club Programme, the clubs
were being named as Krithika and Rohini and
grouped into 45 students each, a release said.
"The students will have a fun way exploratory learning of astronomy and space science as
per the curriculum. The courses include outdoor scientific camps, day and evening
observations carried out within and outside the school campus," said A Prabhakaran,
astronomy educator, SPACE.
Professor M S Sriram, Department of Theoratical Physics, University of Madras, Guindy
Campus and R Gopalan, Associate Director, International Advanced Research Centre for

Today's EPaper

Trump 'uniquely
unqualified,' says Obama

Powder Metallurgy & New Materials (ARCI), IIT-M Research Park, Taramani inaugurated the
club.

Gopalan lauded the role of ISRO in launching many satellites and also appreciated the
Orlando: US President Barack Obama
students from IIT and several other universities in building their satellites which was
today assailed Donald Trump for
launched recently.
being "uniquely unqualified"......
Read More
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the environment and contribute to the society as a budding astronomer.
MH370 had glitch before

crashing, says report
Sydney: Missing Malaysian Air flight
MH370 appeared to be out of control
when it plunged into the......
Read More >>

MOST POPULAR
Chess: Chennai kid
chases GM title, history
Chennai: R Praggnanandhaa, the
name is something of a tonguetwister, when the Chennai lad
plays......
Readmore >>

Arterial flyover in
Chennai to be opened
soon
Chennai: As a major relief to
motorists plying via Vadapalani in
Chennai, work on the flyover at......
Readmore >>

"The courses will teach budding astronomers on various skills including - focusing a
telescope on a celestial object, identifying celestial objects, directions without aid and
finding local time and many more," said S Venkata Narayanan, south zonal business
manager, SPACE.
The first session of the Astronomy Club commences from 30 September. SPACE also
announced the launch of Kalpana Chawla Space Shuttlement Design contest for students
studying from class VII to XII.
(Follow us on Twitter @NTChennai)

Polls
Are you aware of India’s
kabaddi, hockey wins?
Hockey yes, kabaddi no
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